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LEXSNAP LAUNCHES LEGALTECH PLATFORM TO
REVOLUTIONISE ACCESS TO TOP-TIER LEGAL ADVICE
- Top law firms sign up to new online service
- Initial focus on couples, divorce, children, Brexit and immigration
London, UK 18th October 2017: Online legal service LexSnap launches today,
giving consumers instant and affordable access to specialist legal advice from top
UK lawyers through a sophisticated technology platform that aims to bring
much-needed transparency to the legal market.
LexSnap’s initial focus will be on family and immigration matters such as concerns
around divorce, children, couples and immigration, including Brexit. Further
topics and products will be added in the coming months.
LexSnap has received support from senior partners at some of the UK’s leading
law firms including Withers, Macfarlanes, Farrer & Co and Shoosmiths. Lawyers at
these and other firms have provided their expertise and advice which has been
made available to all users of the LexSnap platform.
LexSnap services offer instant legal advice, access to a comprehensive library of
legal questions, requests for in-person meetings with recommended lawyers and
free video tutorials from top-tier lawyers. Fees are fully transparent, capped and
start at £4.99
Tetiana Bersheda, founder of LexSnap, said: “LexSnap aims to become the largest
single source for specialist legal advice on family and immigration matters for
consumers in the UK. We want to give the public access to the best counsel from
the outset so that that consumers can immediately understand their options and
their rights.

“We live in a world where people access many services through the internet,
including banking and insurance. The legal industry needs a shake-up and must
make itself accessible in the same way so that consumers have choice. Our goal is
to save the consumer time and money and dispel the myth that the law is
inaccessible and exhorbitantly expensive.”
LexSnap users will be able to complete a series of detailed questionnaires, which
will be assessed by an algorithm to determine the nature and type of legal advice
they require.
Based on this assessment, a number of relevant Question and Answer products
produced by lawyers will be offered, which the user can buy via the site. A typical
product is £9.99, although some are free and more complex products cost more.
As well as the core library of products, users can ask more complex questions
which will be sent to LexSnap’s network of lawyers to assess and bid for. The user
decides which lawyer they want to hire, based on the competing bids.
Toby Graham, Partner at Farrer & Co, said: “LexSnap represents an innovative idea
for intermediating lawyers and potential users of legal services. LexSnap aims to
help to democratise the provision of legal services by broadening and cheapening
access.”
Watch our intro video >
LexSnap
LexSnap is the only legal platform that offers consumers instant and affordable
access to specialist legal advice in family and immigration matters. Its
sophisticated technology offers users an opportunity to access instant advice at a
cost which is significantly lower than standard legal fees. LexSnap was launched
by Tetiana Bersheda who is a member of the Geneva Bar and who has practised
law for 12 years.
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